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_________________________ 

How AI Could Find its Way Into Modelling and Measuring for Environmental Sound 

This presenta�on delves into the burgeoning realm of ar�ficial intelligence (AI) and its transforma�ve impact on 
the management of environmental sound. While the immediate applica�on of AI in recognizing sound sources 
for environmental sound measurements may be the first thought that comes to mind, this presenta�on will 
illuminate its broader poten�als.  Beyond rou�ne applica�ons, AI, when coupled with geographical informa�on, 
has the capacity to decipher individuals' expecta�ons regarding the soundscape of a specific loca�on based on 
their prior knowledge of the environment. Leveraging large language models, such as ChatGPT, in tandem with 
geographic data, emerges as a pivotal approach in this explora�on.  Moreover, recognizing the pivotal role of 
the environment and associated expecta�ons in shaping one's percep�on of a soundscape—whether it be 
relaxing, s�mula�ng, or annoying—AI can now predict these appraisals by the users of a given space. This novel 
applica�on opens avenues for tailoring acous�c environments to meet specific user preferences. 



Addi�onally, the integra�on of surrogate models, rooted in machine learning approxima�ons of sound 
propaga�on physics or traffic dynamics, enables the rapid predic�on of noise levels at specific loca�ons—
offering efficiency gains orders of magnitude faster than tradi�onal alterna�ves.  Through illumina�ng examples, 
this presenta�on aims to kindle interest in this emerging interdisciplinary field, fostering a collec�ve enthusiasm 
for future research endeavors. 

[this abstract was reformulated for scien�fic and appealing style by ChatGPT3.5] 

_________________________ 

FYI: Original Text 

In this talk, I will explore the opportuni�es offered by the recent boom in ar�ficial intelligence (AI) for triggering 
innova�on in the way we handle environmental sound. Recogni�on of sound sources while measuring 
environmental sound probably springs to mind first and such straight forward applica�on are becoming 
indispensable in monitoring networks. But AI can also explore the expecta�ons that a person may have 
concerning the soundscape of a place based on prior knowledge of the environment. Large language models like 
ChatGPT combined with geographical informa�on can play an important role in this. Moreover, as the 
environment and the expecta�ons it evokes plays a crucial role in assessing the appraisal of a sound environment 
as relaxing, s�mula�ng, or annoying, AI can now also be used to predict this appraisal by the users of the space. 
Finally, surrogate models based on machine learning approxima�ons of the physics of sound propaga�on or the 
dynamics of traffic, allow to predict noise levels at a certain loca�on several orders of magnitude faster than 
classical alterna�ves. With these examples, I hope to trigger an interest in this new area and boost its future 
research. 

 


